Managed Services
If you lack the staff, knowledge, or time to complete upcoming
IT projects and ongoing administration, Green House Data
is ready to help. Every data center product is available
as-a-Service, designed around your requirements with
a 100% SLA and 24/7 Hear from a Human support.

Assessment, Implementation, and Ongoing
Administration for Any Data Center Service
Managed services range from single projects to ongoing as-a-Service options, where turnkey hosted
solutions are managed entirely by Green House Data staff, who have broad engineering experience
across a variety of virtualization platforms, operating systems, applications, and hardware vendors.
Ultimately, managed services from Green House Data are focused around providing a reliable
solution to a business problem facing your organization. That might be in the realm of communication,
with hosted e-mail or collaboration platforms. It might come in the form of a backup of your critical
applications and data to keep you online in case of disaster. Or it may be as simple as a few hours
of remote hands for your data center equipment.
Whatever your IT needs, let’s design an answer together. Options include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Managed colocation
Infrastructure as a Service
Security as a Service
OS management, and updates
3rd party software management
Standard server management
SSL management
Backup and disaster recovery
Control Panel support
Desktop as a Service
Load Balancing as a Service
Custom solutions

“

“We had a vision of what
we wanted and Green House
Data collaborated with us
to realize that goal.”
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Managed Services
IaaS / Server
Management
Ready to move to the cloud, but lack the
expertise or time to manage VMs? Cloud
management delivers cloud infrastructure
that just works. Packages can include
monitoring, setup, security, and more.

OS & Software
Management
Choose OS and/or third party software
management to avoid security problems and
performance issues stemming from outdated
software, while allowing your team to focus
on the user experience.

Security as
a Service
Security services from Green House Data
help protect your infrastructure with firewall
management, patching and firmware
updates, monitoring, IPS/IDS, encryption,
and antivirus/antimalware.

Desktop as
a Service
DaaS from Green House Data delivers fully
featured desktop environments to a variety
of end user devices, including PCs, laptops,
phones, and thin clients. Includes Windows,
anti-malware, and backup.

Colocation
Free your team from hardware management,
with available services including environment
design, monitoring, equipment installation,
OS management, and remote hands.

Backup &
Disaster Recovery
Backup and Disaster Recovery as a Service
are both great additions for digital archiving
and regaining IT functionality, respectively.
Keep your applications, infrastructure,
and data available at all times.

Load Balancing
Improve performance and increase
availability with managed load balancing.
Industry leading balancers help fight DDoS
and avoid downtime from outages,
connectivity issues, or underprovisioning.

Custom Solutions
If you don’t see the solution you need listed,
ask your infrastructure consultant. Chances
are high that Green House Data can help
design and manage a custom option for
your IT systems.
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